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Abstract
A decade of empirical work in brain imaging, genomics, and other areas of research has yielded new
knowledge about the frequency of incidental findings, investigator responsibility, and risks and
benefits of disclosure. Straightforward guidance for handling such findings of possible clinical
significance, however, has been elusive. In early work focusing on imaging studies of the brain, we
suggested that investigators and institutional review boards must anticipate and articulate plans for
handling incidental findings. Here we provide a detailed analysis of different approaches to the
problem and evaluate their merits in the context of the goals and setting of the research and the
involvement of neurologists, radiologists, and other physicians. Protecting subject welfare and
privacy, as well as ensuring scientific integrity, are the highest priorities in making choices about
how to handle incidental findings. Forethought and clarity will enable these goals without
overburdening research conducted within or outside the medical setting.
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Case reports, empirical investigations, and reviews of incidental findings—unexpected
observations of possible clinical significance in healthy subjects or in patients recruited to
research—have increased substantially in the literature on human research since the 1990s.
Such findings are unexpected in the context of an individual’s medical history, may threaten
health, and are distinguished from findings prompted by a neurologic complaint in a clinical
situation. Past reports concerned with the incidental findings phenomenon and focusing on
MRI, in particular, have covered a range of topics, including frequency and significance,
subjects’ expectations and experiences, study protocols, and challenges of clinical follow-up.
Findings with immediate clinical consequences are generally reported to be in the range of 2
to 8% of those detected in brain imaging research overall.1–6,24 Incidence may be as high as
40 to 50% in subjects over 65 years of age, although clinical urgency is not routinely as great
in this age group as it is for the rare findings discovered unexpectedly in younger subjects.3
Subjects commonly assume that discovery of such findings will be disclosed to them,7,8 but
protocols for handling such information vary significantly across laboratories.9,10 Most
imaging studies do not regularly involve physician review of scans and, in many laboratories,
students are permitted to scan independently.9 Risks of false positive findings and the burden
of medical follow-up are ongoing sources of debate in the pursuit of best practices for handling
incidental findings in imaging research.10–12
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Early guidance on how unexpected findings in research might be handled is offered by the
genetics literature,13,14 but it does not fully address the unique circumstances for detecting a
clinical anomaly, such as a tumor or arteriovenous malformation in the brain (figure). In our
own prior work,11 we raised awareness about the need for anticipating incidental findings in
research and for articulating a plan for handling them in both Institutional Review Board (IRB)
materials and in consent forms for subject recruitment. The present article synthesizes past
work from the brain imaging and relevant genetics literature and contributes a specific series
of options for developing and implementing management plans for incidental findings for the
benefit of both patients and the research community. This analysis recognizes the special
circumstances of brain imaging and site-specific variability; however, it is not intended either
to establish definitely what ought to be done or to provide a single lens on best practices. The
authors recognize that views may vary on the acceptability of some of the approaches proposed.
Neurologists, along with clinicians in other specialties such as neuroradiology and psychiatry,
have an important role to play in helping to design the research, referring subjects and patients
to studies, consulting on findings that might be medically significant, and guiding follow-up.

OPTIONS FOR HANDLING INCIDENTAL FINDINGS
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

A range of options for handling incidental findings is shown in table 1. Little is known about
the ways with which IRBs handle the issue of incidental findings, and these options are
designed to accommodate varying disciplinary backgrounds and professional training of the
research team, parameters of the scanning protocol including resolution and sampling, methods
using automated or manual algorithms for analyzing the image data acquired, and the extent
and immediacy of the involvement of neurologists or other medically trained staff. Option 1
is appropriate for research protocols in which the images are not of sufficient resolution or
quality to provide a basis for reliably detecting atypical anatomy. Option 2 recognizes the
limitations to disclosure of incidental findings in certain research settings, such as in
psychology departments of liberal arts universities, in which personnel with the expertise to
perform clinical analysis are not available. Options 3, 4, and 5 describe selective or routine
expert image review. Option 3 has the benefit of having medical expertise available at least on
an as-needed basis. Options 4 and 5 are more resource-intensive and require routine physician
involvement. One consideration for this level of involvement in brain imaging research is the
impact on resources and cost burden to already fragile research funding systems. A second is
accessibility, which may be relatively straightforward when the research is housed in a medical
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center and considerably more complex when not. For all three options involving physician
participation, it is important to note that the scope of responsibilities in research differs from
responsibilities in the medical or diagnostic setting.15,16 Even without a full clinical workup,
a clinical read of a research scan may impose some limited clinical duties that are separate
from the duties of non-physician researchers in the researcher-subject relationship.17

COMMUNICATION AND DISCLOSURE
Language
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The language of consent forms and the consent process should make the approach to be taken
to incidental findings clear to prospective research subjects. The consent process can make
explicit that the scans performed in the protocol are not intended to, and may not be suitable
for, diagnosing a medical problem and, as applicable, that the purpose of the study is to gather
research data and not to provide any diagnostic or therapeutic benefit. Furthermore, the risks
section of the consent form is the place for investigators to clearly state the likelihood of an
incidental finding in the type of research that will be performed, the kinds of incidental findings
that may be discovered, and the plan to be followed for disclosure. This includes clarity about
the types of findings that investigators might a priori not disclose. This concept has not been
explored extensively for brain imaging, but lessons may be taken from the genetics literature
in which a model has been proposed for assessing the risks and benefits of disclosure of findings
based on the analytic validity and clinical utility of the possible result.18 Drawing further on
the history of genetics research, a subject’s right to exercise autonomy and opt out of being
informed about a finding is a fundamental tenet.19 This right extends to subjects participating
in brain imaging research, and their understanding of both the immediate implications of their
participation and potentially long-term ones is essential.
Responsibility for follow-up—both informational and financial—should also be clearly stated
in the section of the consent forms in which the potential risks of the research are explained.
Information is the responsibility of the research team. In the absence of funds in research
budgets for assisting financially with follow-up, however, or any current agreement in the
professional community on what the length or extent of such responsibility might be, this
burden falls to the subject at the present time. Exculpatory language, i.e., language declining
responsibility, is prohibited by federal regulations (see 45 CFR 46.116; 21). We suggest that
any verbal explanation or expansion on the goals, risks, and benefits of the study follow the
written text closely to minimize the possibility of misunderstanding (table 2). If a subject
explicitly chooses to exercise the right to opt out, investigators may convey a sense of obligation
to re-contact the subject, despite the consent agreement, if an anomaly that may be lifethreatening is discovered.
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Medium and timing of communication
It is essential that verbal communication is done in a timely fashion commensurate with the
urgency of a finding and that the initial communication allows subjects to have questions
answered in real time. Language in written follow-up can be tailored to express urgency. One
contributing author’s institution uses the following language:
Thank you for participating in the research study entitled <study-title>. As part of
your participation, you had an MRI scan performed on <scan-date>. As we discussed
(in person, by phone) on <date>, we found a potentially significant abnormality on
this scan, and we have confirmed with a radiologist that there is a finding that merits
further evaluation. As disclosed in the informed consent document for this study, the
research team cannot offer you an opinion as to its severity or degree of clinical
significance, and the decision to proceed with further examination or treatment lies
with you. We suggest you discuss this matter with a physician. If you do not have a
Neurology. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2008 December 17.
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physician, we would be happy to suggest one, or other avenues you might pursue to
evaluate this finding. We will make the images demonstrating the incidental finding
available to you or your physician, upon your request.
While overall management of the discovery of an incidental finding is the responsibility of the
principal investigator, it is reasonable that information about a finding is communicated to the
subject by another senior member of the team. This may be a neurologist, family physician, or
other medical professional more accustomed to discussing issues of possible health
significance. It is important that information about resources and procedures for following up
are made available to the subject.
Bearing in mind that the incidence of false positives such as benign cysts has yet to be
determined by large-scale studies, caution must be exercised when developing any framework
for communication so that anxiety or undue burdens are not created. Answers to questions
about the legal duty of the research team and risk management are not clearcut and may depend
upon the circumstances surrounding the investigator– or physician–subject relationships.

SUBJECT SELECTION
Considerations of incidence
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While it would be possible to reduce the likelihood of incidental findings in a study by
excluding otherwise healthy volunteers from populations with known or increased risk factors,
20 exclusion by ethnicity, gender, or age if stratified only by likelihood of incidental findings
is not appropriate research practice. Such a strategy would also have the undesirable effect of
compromising the scientific generalizability of results. This is in contrast, however, to research
from which clinical populations may appropriately be excluded because of the scientific
rationale of a study, such as individuals with a medical history of stroke in a brain imaging
study.
Vulnerable populations
Although scientific concerns drive most protocol designs, regulatory and ethical considerations
play an important role when planning for research with special populations. NIH policies
require the inclusion of women, minorities, and children, as scientifically appropriate, in studies
that the NIH funds. However, there are populations for which special considerations exist for
incidental findings. These are, for example, children, subjects receiving medical intensive care,
and subjects with limited access to health care and health insurance.
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Children—There is currently a lack of neuroim-aging data that can provide baseline images
of “normal” brains at various ages and upon which to evaluate the possible clinical significance
of incidental findings. Projects are under way to address this need,21 but predicting the
significance of an incidental finding may still prove to be difficult given the complexity and
variability of human brain development. According to Food and Drug Administration
guidelines, MRI studies employing the most commonly used protocols are not considered to
pose a significant risk. A limitation in pediatric brain studies is the fact that some types of
neuroimaging studies rise above the level of minimal risk, such as PET protocols that use
ionizing radiation, and can be performed only with careful and specific justification. As with
any other subject population, children should be included in neuroimaging studies only to the
extent that the risks and benefits are justified. Appropriate to age and cognitive ability, their
assent to participate in research is necessary.
Other special populations—Certain categories of incidental findings will be particularly
sensitive in cases where there is CNS evidence, for example, of physical abuse.22 When
research has the potential to uncover such findings, an explicit plan for handling them
Neurology. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2008 December 17.
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appropriately is needed, guided by IRB requirements and recommendations, for ensuring that
subjects as well as parents or guardians are informed of that plan as part of the consent process.
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For studies that include subjects with limited decision-making capacity, it is important to clarify
who is empowered to make decisions about the person’s involvement in the research. This may
not be the same person who is authorized to make surrogate treatment decisions. Once the
person who can make decisions about participation in research is identified, it is important that
researchers and IRBs consider who among this group will be informed of incidental findings
and who is authorized to seek follow-up evaluation for participants requiring neurologic
evaluation.
The participation of employees or students of a member of the research team also raises special
issues. As is the case for any other participant, they need to be made aware of the possibility
of incidental findings, who will learn of those findings, and the plan for handling them. Under
almost all circumstances, participating in research will inevitably yield information that would
otherwise not be shared. Expectations of special care, on the one hand, or coerced participation
in hierarchical relationships such as these, on the other, cannot be overlooked. Some institutions
have developed specific policies to limit student and employee participation in research within
the institution.
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Recruitment
An important consideration for subject selection precedes selection itself. Although explicit
exclusion–inclusion criteria theoretically describe a population to be studied, the way in which
the study is advertised and the way in which subjects are provided incentives to participate
strongly influence who will ultimately be enrolled. Subjects may have a natural curiosity to
participate in a study that will yield a brain picture that they may take home, and this has at
times been used as a recruitment incentive. Providing actual scans, however, may encourage
participants to try to interpret their own images or compare them with those of others (a
phenomenon known to occur in college dormitories of universities where undergraduates often
participate in imaging research). Site-specific practices for offering images to subjects are
reasonable but, in general, providing highly processed generic images such as threedimensional cortical renderings is a more appropriate incentive than raw image data.
Possible discovery of a clinically significant finding can be an incentive for some participants
to volunteer with the expectation that the outcome will either be an entitlement to free medical
care10 or reassurance of good health.23 One way to minimize this eventuality is to restrict
mention of incidental findings to the informed consent process, keeping it strictly apart from
the advertising and recruiting phase of a study.
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DISCUSSION
We have combined a growing body of evidence from the peer-reviewed literature with open
dialogue among a wide range of professionals from different specialties to analyze different
approaches for handling incidental findings in brain imaging. In considering the various
scenarios for our analyses, we remain mindful of the distinction between research subjects who
volunteer after recruitment and are compensated, and neurologic patients who have a
therapeutic relationship with a caregiver. Strict standards for handling incidental findings are
not appropriate given the present state of knowledge about them. Investigators must be guided
by their IRBs, be clear about the approaches they choose, and work closely with the medical
community, as appropriate, to achieve a beneficial result. We conclude, therefore, with the
points summarized in table 3, which provide practical guidelines for achieving these goals.
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Substantial work remains to be done toward fully understanding the challenges of incidental
findings and the details of responding to them. We did not, for example, consider studies
involving secondary uses of clinical or research scans in which previously undetected findings
are uncovered. These will require separate and thoughtful consideration given the time lapse
and likelihood that scans may be obtained for such a project under a waiver of consent.
The development of a database of incidental findings and an atlas of different types of incidental
findings would be a valuable medical resource in advancing our knowledge of incidental
findings. Given the non-invasiveness of many neuro-imaging methods, it is now possible to
scan the same subjects repeatedly. However, this possibility represents a source of
consideration for future work on incidental findings, as it may lead to an underestimation of
the occurrence of incidental findings if people with normal scans are enrolled in multiple studies
while others with findings only enter one study. Taking into consideration the logistics and
complexities of confidentiality, a mechanism for tracking repeat vs single-time volunteers is
needed to ensure that further data on neurologic incidental findings accurately reflect their
occurrence.
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Protecting human subjects and patients in research is of paramount importance, and key to the
discussion of incidental findings are trust and reciprocity in a scientific process that has made
important advances in furthering the understanding of mind and behavior and in realizing
immeasurable benefits in the diagnosis and treatment of neurologic and psychiatric disease.
To preserve this trust, researchers and physicians involved in brain research have an ethical
duty to consider the psychological, social, and medical contexts subjects bring to the research
setting. It is imperative that the design of brain imaging research and other applications
accommodate these extended dimensions of brain research.
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Figure. Series of brain abnormalities detected incidentally on research MRI scans acquired at 1.5
and 3 tesla

From left to right: Cavernous hemangioma—This finding was treated neurosurgically and
followed by MRI every 6 months. No interval changes have been noted and no intervention
has been needed in 3 years since discovery. Arteriovenous malformation—This finding was
treated successfully by embolization and surgical resection. Meningioma—This finding was
treated by surgical resection. Further information about outcome is unavailable. Glioma—This
finding was detected in an undergraduate student, with poor prognosis suspected by the
consulting neurologist. The student opted to pursue medical management in his home city.
Further information about outcome is unavailable. Courtesy of the Richard M. Lucas MR
Imaging Center, Stanford University.
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Table 1

A range of options for handling incidental findings
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Option

Implications/applications

1. No action is taken beyond articulating a plan
for handling incidental findings in the
informed consent process.

Researchers do not have an obligation to actively screen for incidental findings, only to have a plan
in place if an incidental finding is detected. With this option, researchers inform the participants that
the scans will not be examined for abnormalities. This approach might be appropriate in those
settings, and for those research protocols, in which the images obtained are not of sufficient
resolution or quality to provide a basis for reliably detecting an atypical finding.
This might be the approach of choice if the research team does not include personnel with the
expertise to perform clinical analysis of a suspicious scan or does not have a pathway for obtaining
a clinical evaluation.

2. Participants are informed that if a suspicious
finding is discovered it will be reported to
them, but images are not reviewed by an expert
trained to perform a clinical evaluation.
3. Expert review of scans with a medically
suspicious abnormality is performed prior to
communication to the participant.
4. Expert review of research scans is
performed routinely; incidental findings that
may have clinical significance are
communicated.
5. Both research and clinical-grade images are
routinely acquired; incidental findings that
may have clinical significance determined by
expert review are communicated.

Subjects are informed that incidental findings of potential clinical significance will receive expert
review and the finding will be reported to them if the review indicates that clinical follow-up is
warranted. This option requires the inclusion of an expert on the research team or the use of a
consultant for expert clinical evaluation.
This option entails a clinical read of all research scans. This differs from the option above in that all
research scans in the study will be subject to clinical evaluation, not just those identified as presenting
a possible incidental finding. Because this option necessitates a significant time commitment for a
clinician, it is likely most practical for research conducted in a clinical setting.
This approach may require longer scanning times or multiple scan sessions. This is the most
resource-intensive of the options considered and is likely to be practical only in a clinical setting.

Different options are appropriate for different research settings depending the nature of the research and the professional resources available to the research
team.
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Table 2

Examples of key points for informed consent about incidental findings
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•

The project is for research purposes and is not directed toward, nor designed for, clinical diagnosis, and the scans performed in this study are
not optimized to find abnormalities.

•

The investigators for the project are not trained to perform radiologic diagnosis, and the scans to be performed in the study are not optimized
to find abnormalities.

•

On occasion, a member of the research team may notice a finding on a scan that seems abnormal. At the present time, variability in the incidence
of confirmed findings is very large, with reports varying from a fraction to a small percent in different populations of subjects. (Selected
sources should be cited.)

•

Being told about a finding may cause anxiety as well as suggest the need for additional tests and financial costs. Medical insurance may be
affected whether or not the finding is ultimately proved to be of clinical significance.

•

When a finding is noticed, the investigator or designate may consult a physician specialist, such as a radiologist or neurologist, as to whether
the finding merits further investigation. If this is done, the investigator, consulting physician, or another designate will contact the subject.

•

The decision as to whether to proceed with further examination or treatment lies with the subject. Costs for clinical follow-up are not budgeted
in the cost of research.

•

Further information is available from the research team to answer any additional questions about incidental findings.

Final construction of the language for consent will depend on the option selected for handling findings described in the text and in table 1.
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Table 3

Practical guidelines for researchers and clinicians conducting brain imaging
research
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•

Anticipate the possibility of incidental findings during experiment design.

•

Establish a pathway for managing incidental findings that is fully transparent and addressed in the institutional review board review and
consent process, including explicit language about how incidental findings will be handled, subject selection, and responsibility for followup.

•

Allow for, but do not mandate, the involvement of a medical professional who is competent and readily available to interpret neuroimaging
scans for clinically significant information.

•

Disclose incidental findings to a subject or surrogate first. Communication is the responsibility of the principal investigator. If the principal
investigator is not an MD, communication may be designated to a qualified member of the research team, such as a neurologist or other
physician who is experienced in communicating sensitive medical information.

•

Communicate the news of an incidental finding verbally and in a timely manner consistent with the suspected severity of the finding, and
follow up with written communication that draws on the informed consent language.

•

When selecting subjects and developing inclusion/exclusion criteria, pay careful attention to potential burdens placed upon special subject
groups.
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